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Diamond Entry

wration Of ServClubs For Prince's Progress Is
(Wed

C. Trains Not
Taken Off Yet,
Officials State

Will Wed Senator

Rumor That Nos. 122
And 125 Would Be
Cancelled Sunday Is
Denied

ton Rotarians were hosts
y night at a chicken barsupper to members of the
Club and out-of-town
at the airport. Butler High
Band entertained with
and members of the two
Catherine McDonald has been
organizations were treaton flights over town by selected to represent Diamond in
Sweeney, owner of two the contest for title of Black
g planes used in the local Patch Queen in the Tobacco Festival here this month.
ooL
king on invitation of the
ub, Marshall P. Eldred, Kipresident, thanked the ftolub for its entertainment,
Princeton's newest serub for its. outstanding aclunents and pledged full
don of the older organian all projects for commuvancement.
dent W. D. Russell, of the
Club, responding in kind,
A ten-day torrid stretch
• hoped another entertainthat saw far advanced crops
of similar nature could be
in Caldwell county injured to
by the Rotary Club next
a great extent was broken,
Statethe
of
site
o the
temporarily at least, Wedneswhich
radiocasting station
day as cool winds brought a
• is endeavoring to obtain
102 temperature registered
ceton. The Rotary Club
Tuesday down to a pleasant
original sponsor of. the
89, S. J. Lowery, superinand establishment of the
tendent of the West Keneel here was this organitucky Sub-Station, said.
s first major achievement.
But little good was done
Eldred also asked the Rotobacco and corn that has
help in obtaining a new
been drying rapidly since the
for Princeton, a much
first of August, he said, beimprovement, he said,
cause threatening clouds failcould be brought about if
ed to bring a much needed
ubs worked together.
rain.
u165 members of the two
If the drought is not brokattended and some 25 memen soon, Mr. Lowery said,
f the band also enjoyed the
crop yields will be drastically
ue.
cut. Wednesday's cold spell
broke up the third torrid heat
wave of the summer.

President Puts
Control Curb On
Credit Buying

Pro
Pageantry, Fun,
Instalment Pm-chases Parades, Exhibits
le Goods"
•

•

Of "Durab
Tightened To Com- Entertainment Features More Novel And
Varied Than Ever Before, Officials Say;
bat Inflation
Big Black Patch Party Starts Thursday
(By Associated Press)
Afternoon, Aug. 28 Ends Saturday Night
a far-

A rumor to the effect that
Washington, Aug. 12—In
Princeton is soon to lose two
reaching step tick brought effects
more passenger trains from the
ctineeton has been touched by
of the defense program. elbse
daily service at this division point
the gay hand of festivity and
home to the ordinary man, Preson the Illinois Central System
dark tobacco, traditional king of
ident Roosevelt Monday set up a
gained circulation here Wednesthis area, soon will hold the fessystem of control for the huge
day afternoon and last night but!
tooned limelight heralding inauinstalment credit business- carried
efforts to establish the fact
on through the nation's banks,
guration of the Fifth Annual Tobrought denials from officials
bacco Festival, three days of gala
stores and personal finance comwho could be reached.
celebration, enjoyed annually by
panies.
The rumor said No. 122, from
He issued an executive acder
thousands from all over the Black
Fulton to Louisville, arriving here
Patch.
directing the Federal Reserve
daily at 11 o'clock in the mornT. J. Simmons said Tuesday
Board to use a World War statute
ing, and No. 125, Louisville to
and its criminal penalties to curb
plans virtually are complete for
Fulton, reaching Princeton at 1:59
instalment credit used for the
the event and that banners, plain the afternoon, would be discards and all other signs anpurchase of "consumers' durable
continued as of Sunday, Aug. 24.
nouncing the festivity will be put
goods."
A. C. Pitzer, chief dispatcher,
The order covered merchandise
up shortly.
Paducah, told the Leader over
and some small loan business inThis year's program, shortened
long distance telephone that such
from five days to three, will be
volving $10,000,000,000 of credit.
rumors also had been heard there
Some types of those credits may
packed with attractions from the
but no order had come through.
. -time it is opened with a mile-long
be exempted, however.
He said the railroad had an order
Senator Robert R. Reynolds,
The President said the regulaparade Thursday at 1:30 o'clock,
for 80 passenger cars and 20
to Saturday night when it will
freight cars to move troops from 57-year-old Democrat from North tion was intended to discourage
Julia Gilliam, blonde beauty pass into history with a gay street
Ft. Knox to Louisiana for me- Carolina, disclosed plans in Wash- consumers from buying many
chanized forces' maneuvers and ington, D. C., to take Evelyn W. things. The aim is to conserve from Benton, has been chosen to dance.
A touch of big time in the prothat increasing demands are be- McLean (above), 20, as his fifth the materials that go into auto- represent her town in the Fifth
when Bernie
ing made on the I. C. for defense wife. Miss McLean is a daughter mobiles and washing machines, Annual Tobacco Festival beauty gram will come
Cummins and his nationally
of socially prominent Mrs. Evelyn for instance, and also to curb in- contest here.
service.
n.
known orchestra will play for the
flationary tendencies.
A member of the Kentucky Walsh McLean of Washingto
Queen's litd.L. Thursday night; the
Mr. Roosevelt, in his order,
Railroad Commission stated v.
Gay 90's Revue, is presented Satsaid the regulations were neceslong distance notice had not been
urday night; something for speed
sary because "liberal terms for
received by that body of canlovers, when midget autos line up
such credit tend to stimulate decellation of the two trains but
for races. shortly after the openmand for consumers' durable
"there is nothing the commission
Festival
of
Tobacco
which
ing parade Thursday; a spell of
the
the
for
production
goods
Plans
cansuch
prevent
could do to
were
Exhibit
and
Art
skills,
beauty Thursday night when 30
and
k
materials,
requires
Needlewor
Court
recent
cellation, under the
L.
Mrs.
and
more queens from towns in
week
defor
or
nation
this
needed
equipment
completed
ended
of Appeals ruling Which
Moore fense" and because "the extenthe Black Patch vie for title of
our controversy with the I. C. C. L. LiLsman, Mrs. Birdie
were selected sion of such credit in excessive
most beautiful; a touch of the
over stopping its passenger train and Miss Sula Nall
, with volume tends to generate incountry fair when exhibits of all
between Henderson and Hopkins- as the committee-in-charge
kinds from Caldwell farms are
Mrs. Lisman as chairman. Per- flationary... developments of inville."
School superintendents from 12
shown and the finest livestock in
••
sons interested in entering should creasing consequence,"
Wednesmet
Kentucky countiv
of the comthis section participates in the
He added that the new regulaMiss Revis Hopper returned to notify any member
the offi& of Caldwell
to be deliv- tions would help the nation over day in
horse and livestock shows Friday;
work at the Linton Clinic Tues- mittee. Entries are
for
Edward F. Blaeltburn
Eliza Nall's the industrial letdown after the Supt.
and a touch of downright, old
day, recovered from an appen- ered to Sula and
of problems confrontfashioned good time when most
rs for check- emergency, because people would discussion
Goldnarne
to
or
store
three
underwent
she
dectomy
ing leaders of county schools.
of Princeton's citizenry is expecthave gone without so many things
ing.
weeks ago.
They assembled at 10:30 o'clock,
ed to gather at Butler Stadium
that their purchases would give
Cothrana Return
adjourned at noon for a. barbecue Friday night for a barn dance
factories something to turn out.
luncheon, and conducted the day
replete with both modern and old
Rev. and Mrs. J. G. Cothran
The order does not apply to
with an afternoon discussion
style dances.
and family have returned here
cash transactions. The board can
which ended at 4 o'clock...
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, Festival
after a month's vacation. They
only regulate the use of credit.
Superintendents present includ- president, said this week the
Only items definitely excluded
visited in Florida, Arkansas and
Union
ry.
Fortenber
W.
ed
T.
Fifth Festival is expected to exfrom the regulatory system were
North and South Carolina. The
county; V. G. Waggoner, Webster
ceed any previous celebration
loans for the purchase or conRev. Mr. Cothran preached a toreliand
R's
Hancock
three
OW(IS
Glover,
the
I.
R.
teaching
to
county;
''Well, I guess I'll go back
where actual entertainment is
struction of new homes. Loans to
tal of 17 sermons while on the
Eddyville
of
president
Inmates
Peyton,
to
Warren
gion
county;
school teaching," Judge A. F.
concerned and that no efforts
of an existing
finance
repairs
chapof
role
e Park, Aug. 13—The Goy- vacation tour.
the
Robin
county;
ry
Ohio
district,
of the
Hanberry, colorful ex-preacher, penitentia
have been spared to furnish the
s Handicap, for a purse of
getting himself elect- house may be regulated, however. ert Shaw, Muhlenberg county;
ex-school master and soon to be lain, before
best for the thousands expected
years
8
here
attraccounty;
judge
McLean
will be the feature
0. W. Wallame,
ex-county judge, said Monday ed county
to gather here August 28, 29 and
at
county;
on Saturday's program
Eugene F. Glenn, Lyon
night when tabulation of Repub- ago.
30.
W. H. Wilkey, Hopkins county;
Park. The race is for 3The Judge might easily be a
lican ballots in the 1941 primary
The program follows:
Priest."
Ids and upward over a mile
of old "Judge
Henderson counRoberts,
Martin
prototype
beathim
showing
complete,
was
Thursday, 1:30, Street parade;
at
and will attract the better
72 and as spry as most
ty; E. W. Richmond, Daviess
en by young, energetic Herman He is
Midget Auto Races; 8 o'clock,
2:30,
No.,
District
between
A tie vote
of horses running at the
county; .I. F. Paris, Crittenden
50 . . . Straight, ruddy-faced and
Stephens.
Lee
show and beauty contest,
style
B.1
D.
,
candidates
a shock of white
rn Kentucky track. Cover- 3 magisterial
county, and Caldwell superintho he was joking, Judge clear-eyed, with
And
o'clock, Queen's Ball at
10
and
ml
McNeeley
keen of wit and
tendent, Edward Blackburn.
een Johnson has been in- Martin and C. K.
could back up his state- hair . . He is
with Bernie CumHanberry
Stadium
Butler
2,1
August
races
to attend the running of the primary election
John W. Brooker, superintend- mins.
e counted now says he made his successful
night when1 ment if experienc
voters
the
was
n,
giving
Instructio
by
past
of
Public
ent
the
in
led
He
handicap and present the was broken Tuesday
hours.
Friday, 10 o'clock, Hereford
drew instead of college
of the winning horse a sil- the deadlocked candidates
present and made suggestions.
life for 27 "good sweet candy," until this
Cattle Show at Princeton StockThe an "Ichabod Crane"
winning.
have
Martin
must
of
is
president
something
Mr.
Blackburn
lots,
Mr.
when
of
year,
ophy.
schools
Derby on Main
days years in the country
Dawson Springs, Aug 13—A the State county school superin- yards; 1:30, Duck
an
m other races are On the drawing was delayed several
State and then gone wrong. He calls himself
street before Courthouse; 3:30,
part this section of the
clinical building at tendents' organization.
new
the
proposed
on
ent
8)
Page
disagreem
to
turn
(Please
to
exdue
son's program which is
10 years of
Folk Music Contest; 8 o'clock,
method followed up with
Outwood Veterans' Hospital, near
•••
to attract the largest of the candidates over the
Plantation Party with Whitey
of
facilities
bring
to
Each
needed
here,
nominee.
the
that, so far, has attended of deciding
Ford and the Duke of Paducah;
Called
More
date, has the
in
to
up
votes
the
Eleven
institution
117
received
8th annual summer meeting candidate
and at 9:30, an old fashioned barn
is un- For Draft Examinations
endorsement of Capt. P. M. Felpthe primary. Mr. Martin
Dade Park Jockey Club.
dance at Butler Stadium.
AdVeterans'
Ga.,
Atlanta,
ham,
3.
No.
crowds have been the hire- opposed in District
Saturday, 10 o'clock, Kiddie
Marvin B. Creasey, Elwood
superon
constructi
on
ministrati
MonSenate
Washington—The
the history of the track,
and Pet Parade; 11 o'clock, free
states.
Cook, Clifford Woodall, Duley
southern
for
intendent
ding to James C. Ellis, presday confirmed the nominations of
Princeton Festival boosters will street entertainment; 1:30 o'clock,
Albert. Johnson, James Kermit
After spending several days at
s( the Jockey Club and
Robert E.
Good Will Horse Show at Stadium; 7:30,
Phelps, Maxwell Malcolm Mor- Charles West, Ohio;
Captain Felpham had a make their annual
Outwood,
r of the track, and Lester
gan, Bill Powell, Singleton D. Webb, Kentucky, and Nelson Lee, conference with a number of Out- Tour, to advertise this year's re- Gay 90's Revue and at 10 o'clock,
eager, resident manager.
George Otho Lee, Ro- New Hampshire, to be members wood and Dawson Springs men, newal of the Black Patch celebra- a street dance downtown.
Princeton Boy Scouts gathered Hodge, Jr.,
B.
llet the first seven days of
and Friday of
fruit jars from bert Allen Peters and Goodloc
450
of the board of investigation and including Paul Shaw, commander tion, Wednesday
than
more
a
meeting more than half
e notified this week
week in their Rucker
the Outwood Disabled Ameri- next week, visiting 30 towns in County 4-H Members To
of
last
Transhere
the
under
up
set
homes
research
n dollars went through the
physical examinathe area. Wednesday the Rotary Enter Evansville Show
can Veterans' post.
to furnish food con- to appear for
mutuel windows. Approxi- campaign
Service. portation Act of 1940.
Mr. Shaw has been assured of Club will have charge and Frifor use in can- tions under the Selective
WPA
to
tainers
IY $101,000 was wagered last
Caldwell county 4-H members
order called for exsupport of the Madisonville Ki- day, the Kiwanis Club. The Good
food for underprivileged The highest
County Health Staff
releY. The meeting will con- ning
were amination was 874.
Will Tour is sponsored by the are planning to take 48 hogs and
orcivic
part
other
and
Club
wanis
taking
Scouts
Meeting
Attends District
to the Tri-State
through Monday, Septem- children.
Granganizations in an effort to have Commercial Club and James Rat- two baby beeves
Bill, Jackie and Donald
1. Labor Day.
is arranging for a Calf and Swine Show and Sale
liff,
president,
WhitConstrucerected.
Burnell
building
the
and
county
Dishman,
M.
Dr. J.
staff, Hershell
10-piece band and speakers to at the Union Stockyards, EvansRice,
health doctor; Wylie Wadlington, tion cost is estimated at $400,000.
sett, Bobby Dugan, Allan
Vacation
t
participate. The State Highway ville, Thursday and Friday, Aug.
Cartwrigh
Billie
Mark
Mrs.
sanitary inspector;
Dickic Gregory,
21 and 22, Assistant County Agent
will furnish an escort.
KnoxPatrol
Cash,
Arch
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Chandler.
and
health nurse,
de Twisdale, State patrol- and Wayne
Registration books for all elig- Cunningham,
•••
Wilson Routt said Tuesday.
, employe of ville, Tenn., are here to attend
Williamson
Linda
county
Caldwell
in
eastern
la on vacation in
voters
left
A. J. Hollings- ible
department, Mrs. Tom Cash, Sr., who is 111. 'Miss Mary Wilson Eldred
health
county
the
remain
will
ucky and his place is being J Mr. and Mrs.
end
Tuesday
Rev. Dargan Montgomery, LouIsland,
are guests in opened
a district meeting of the Mr. Cash has numerous relatives Sunday for St. Joseph's
by H H. Shortt, from die- worth, Norfolk, Va.,
here Tuesuntil September 6, when they attended
In Caldwell county, where he Ontario, where she will spend her isville, was a visitor
at
Society,
Mr. and Mrs. Shell so
Medical
River
of
Green
home
to
prior
the
closed 60 days
day.
headquarters, Mayfield. Mr.
vacation.
was born and reared.
Hollingsworth is a will be
.
Wednesday
Mr.
,
Greenville
Smith
e will return in two R.
the November election.
brother of Mrs. Smith.
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Caldwell's Colorful County Judge,
Beaten By Youthful Opponent,
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School Leaders
Discuss Problems
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IMPRESSION OF OUR FIRST
COUNTY PRIMARY HERE
Impressions of the first Caldwell county
primary election he has participated in upon
this country editor include, primarily, disgust with antiquated methods employed in
the "long count," as bad a strain upon the
candidates involved and upon some of their
friends as was that other and more famous
long eoallt at Philadelphia when Jack Dempsey knocked Gene Tunney flat and the referee took so long tolling off the fleeting
seconds.
Unless we read the election laws entirely erroneously, the public count in the circuit
courtroom is strictly against regulations.
Such practice makes possible kibitzing by all
and sundry, delays the action and annoys the
official counters and officials burdened with
responsibility of fair and holiest tabulation.
Also, errors in tabulation are invited rather
than repelled by having too many watchers,
'unofficial observers and the like.
While other' counties around us named
a sufficient number of workers to do a systematic job in an orderly manner, permitting
the count to be completed within a few hours
- after closing of the polls, Caldwell citizens
by the hundred fretted and perspired around
the one table where the count was proceeding
as best it could under trying circumstances
. . and waited until 9:15 o'clock Monday
night to know the outcome of the several
contests.
Years ago the little county of Lyon, our
neighbor to the west, found out how best to
count ballots under the Brock-Gilbert "pure
election law." Four or five tables of official
counters do the job and only legally appointed observers officially representing candidates, the members of the elrtion commission and the county court clerk are allowed
in the room at the courthouse where the
counting is done.
This is what the law contemplates; and
undoubtedly makes for quicker, more accurate and generally more satisfactory results.
It seemed to us, from observation and
reports of responsible observers, that the
effort made here to prevent undue pressure
upon voters at the polls by paid political
workers through a pledge by all candidates
not to hire such workers was reasonably effective, considering it was tried here for the
first time last Saturday. There undoubtedly
was a little chiseling and some vote soliciting
not far away from the polling places, le•
none that was evident at the polls.
Striking to this newcorher too was the
fact that Negroes took part as officials at
voting places and :o many women served as
election officers. The latter, and probably
the former as well, indicated a change for
the better, we think, in that fairer repreventation of all voting elements is indicated.
In the case of the women, of course voting

Is done in more orderly manner whenever
the ladies are present.
As lawyers say (whether they really
feel that way or differently) after a jury
has been chosen. We like the jury . . . And
we like the ticktt named by the Democrats
Saturday; and will support it right heartily,
having long since decided tenets of the Democratic party suits us better than those of
any other party and will serve until something better somes along.
FRENCH INDO-CHINA
Recent events have again focused attention on French Indo-China, which is nominally governed by the Vichy regime of Marshal
Petain, subject to dictation by Hitler, but
already occupied to some extent by Japanese
military bases.
French Indo-China borders on the South
China Sea, with China on the north and Siam
(Thailand) on the west. Its area of 281,000
square miles is slightly larger than that of
Texas, and it has a population of about 24
million, including some 42,000 Europeans.
Its capital is Hanoi, with a population of
about 145,000.
The principal port, Saigon, is 1,044 miles
from Manila, 747 miles from the great British naval base at Singapore, and 1,353 miles
from Batavia, capital of the Netherlands Indies. It may thus be seen that naval bases
in south Indo-China would be of great strategic value to the Japanese, if they intend
an attempted conquest of the rich islands of
the Far East.
For this reason, the United States, Great
Britain and the Netherlands Indies have long
opposed Japanese penetration of French IndoChina, and the question has been the subject
of much diplomatic discussion.
Germany and Italy have desired to see
Japan become involved in war with Britain
and the United States, in order to divert a
part of their forces, from possible participation in the Battle of the Atlantic.

Odd But Science
By Howard W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Science Editor
New York—The reason why some plants
are "lazy" and like to lie almost flat on the
ground has been discovered in Venezuela.
Most growing things stand up because
of their habit of reaching toward sunlight, a
quality named photropism. This was supposed to be a universal law of nature.
The "lazy" plants lie down, not because
they are really tired, but because the sunlight pushes them. They try to grow away
from sunlight, though not to the extent of
burrowing underground.
The experiments to prove this are described in the American journal, Science, by
D. G. Langham, of the agricultural experiment station, El Valle, Caracas, Venezuela.
Plantain, the common lawn pest, is one
of these lazy plants. Normally its leaves lie
almost flat on the ground. But in Dr. Langham's laboratory, kept in semi-darkness all
the time, the lawn pests raised their leaves,
like a donkey pricking up its ears.
Transferred s hack to sunlight, they lie
down again. Dr. Langham reported, similar
results on eight other species of lazy plants.
He reported also the same response of
these plants to artificial light. They would
lie down even in reflected light, provided it
was strong enough.

We wouldn't mind giving another driver
half the road if he would only take it on his
own side.
.Technically, the husband is the head of
the household, but the technicality is tisually
overruled.
If the gasoline shortage it: the 1::,t becomes acute it will be pretty tough on the
hitch-hi kers..
i3erlin and Rome are giving Uncle .S:In
quite a lot of advice these days. and arc
deeply hurt because he won't take it.
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New Chief Of The Armored Force

M
Al

rowling On
air' Street
FILL POWELL
---

•

ETON'S VIVACITY filled
little girls, daintily '
of big
Merry Maid Club, is In
dry over the near-in-thetask of supplying 30 odd
queens from every point
Tobacco Bed with dates,
the Tobacco Festival . . . 1
rs of the org are tearing
pretty curls and biting
me lips because the prob;
escorts for
of furnishing
was tossed into their
laps . and due to the!
Def., the scythe that has cut!
rtage swath in aluminuntl
erators, autos, hose, baby,
• , porch swings and BB
the gals are faced with a
man-shortage threatening
t emergency shadows over
srth of the visiting royalty.
today, every guy that has,
enough, zip enough, to
the Mainstem is being
The army's youngest officer of his rank, Major Gen. Jacob L. Devers, 53,
into serving the varied,
right) made his first inspection of the tanks and tank crews under his command (extreme
usduroilnlogrsthoef tioryeeal
ys
aince
appointment as chief of the armored force. He came to Ft. Knox frot Ft. Bragg, N. C.,
hey-days
Al
to take charge. Here he talks with a tank c rew.
nicotine king's fifth wird(AP Telemat)
ganize
.
Clark
ere.—bill—
Races
E,
hL The Merry Maid lead- August
Laughing Matter
By G.
P.
rim
y
enodr,ra
en
quyirgiu
ng
ticalg
a lyirlsufm
F.
of
Kentucky's Sesquicen tenni al
along
Russell Dyche, London's leading
, to volunteer . . . And a
The co
Commission will not resign, now or
citizen, president of the Kentucky
not volunteering is liable
(This is a true story abo
roped,
be
instant
to
bribed
later, according to decision taken
President Roosevelt's secre
Press Association and "Angel" of
therwise tolled into a world wards ar
Gen. Edwin M. Watson, at,
the State park, was principal proat a meeting held in Frankfort rehe calls "Pa.-)
easure . . . She says she'll erydyfmboEm0
moter of the Swiss reunion . . .
cently . . . Great encouragement
'
t
Billy to of the
ce everything but
Years ago, "Pa" 1Vatson
Harold Rhodenbaugh, head phowas lent to the commission by the
the queens the three best
tending the army's general
of their lives . . . if about
tographer for the Courier-Journal,
Kentucky Junior Chamber of Comys will only come to the Jakie w'
school
at Fort Lavenworth. It
was there three days, taking picmerce, which has announced plans
And her mates have pitcher s
tures . . . Asked by Pennyriler if
to conduct a spirited campaign
pened to be raining blue f
the same, some even offer- haps ent
he had seen Russell Dyche, Harold
throughout the State for funds
on the Missouri River bluffs
to surrender their prospec- ville whi
replied: "Yes. When you see somewith which to promote the Kenvery day each man in the class dates to the dazzling dozens . . Pri
ing the toast of the town and Tayl
thing going swisssh ... that's Rustucky celebration in 1942 ... Many
given command of an im
'val time.
leaving
sell." The head man was very
counties, including Caldwell, albrigade, and told to capture
Camp W
ready have signified their intenbusy. He loved it; and everybody
aginary railroad crossing.
W WE that constantly haunt liking th
seemed to love him.
tion to participate in the 150th
They were warned that an
en with a look for all the are sech
in the passing throng, must American
birthday observance, with special
aginary enemy threatened
Mabel and her playmates • ..1 tans are
events . . . like the Tobacco Fesleft flank, the battleground
.pe the tear of regret away' L. D., 0
Pennyriler will match the views
tival. Patriotism and national dereal, so all the officers dud
steel the heart against the, who have
fense, against Kentucky's heroic
from the mountaintop from which
mounted their horses, and
le ordeal. . . OF DATING 1 a wk., in
background, will be the general
famous Hall's Gap is seen and the
the torrents to reconnoitre.
PRETTIEST GIRLS IN THE park . .
theme.
panorama from Clay's Ferry, the
! . . . Bring 'em all on again aft
is, all but "Pa," who rode a
Maids, and sit back and clipped . .
former on U. S. 27, the latter on
to the nearest barn and cur
your troubles fade! The last week
U.
S.
25,
against
anything on this
for a nap.
Lexington's new million-dollar
bunch will be taken care several cit
continent for serene beauty. WestThe rest of the officers
airport has been named Chandler
less too many of Main . . . Carl
ern
Kentuckia
ns
who
haven't seen
gled in hours later, drenched
's citizens don't know heav- make a g
Field, for Senator A. B. "Happy"
the State's Mountain section in
ed with roses when they more that
skin ,and covered from hat to
Chandler, whose untiring efforts
. The rush will be gi- . . . Dixie
summer will do themselves a real
with red Kansas mud.
are credited with effecting its ese, so start today, fellers, to Mary Ed
favor by taking a motor trip from
brought back an answer. "Pa
tablishment.
c hearts that are bad suntan . .
Danville to Somerset, Cumberland
turned a little later, fresh
rs ... To work on the prih- fluenced
Corbin, Pineville, Middlesof not allowing a single the electio
daisy. He said he had refused
That Happy Chandler is a Senboro and Cumberland Gap; then
s
1 I
II
bat with the thidqitening e
fully and
ator who works unceasingly at his
back on U. S. 25, to Berea, Richeven with
threw out a small protective
job is attested latterly by one
scheduled
mond, Lexington. and Frankfort
proceed
against them,
SMOKE MEANS
prominent citizen of Princeton not
be good .
... All surfaced road, unsurpassed
take
his objective.
formerly among Chandler adherprobably o
natural beauty and a variety of
"Pa" was one of the three
best know
ents. This g• nt wrote the Senator
historical sites and shrines comout
in the class who figured
Everybody
a letter about a matter he is inmend this trip.
Lowery a
"imaginary" answer.
terested in . . . and has had 12
*
driver's In
letters, from various officials in
Shame!
•- .
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A

F.D.R.'s Favorite St

OUBLE!

Washington, in reply.

Ohio is furn:shing more Kentucky ,visitors this summer •than
any other state, with Indiana and
Illinois next in order . And Kentucky highways are in better condition this year than ever before
. • . Rapid surfacing of ru,:k and
gravel roads with concrcte, asphalt
and bituniinoua (blacktop) treatment has effected remarkable iniprovement of State motor travel
conditions within the last few
months.
Pennyriler drove inoet than 800
miles through Kentucky last weekend, visiting Cumberland Falls
State Park, where a beautiful
stone lodge is rapidly nearing completion, and taking in the Swiss
homecominor celebration at Levi
Jackson Wilderness Road State
Park, near London.
The Swiss c..:11. Ail and other dignitaires were present in the historic park, and Swiss-Americans,
descendants of the colony established near .London, Ky.. 50 years
ago, came from as far away 'as
California and New York . :
automobile loads atteral..d from
. . . It was a colorful
e. at. mint z.nything this reporter t er FLW IA fore.

Editor J. L. Bradley, of the
Providence Enterprise, one of the
Ste t e's outstanding conununity
newspapers, was appointed a member of the Kt_iitucky Crippled Children's Commission recently by
Gov. Keen Johnson . . . An honor
richly deserved by this country
news;.aperman who has done much
to promote the interests in
his
section of the State.

"There are," ;0 y s
Roosevelt with
sly grin.
character assassins wile
nerve to insist if is sheer
it Was
But you and
genius."

Looking

BaiWd(d

Ten Years \ s.,.. I: day
(From our Aug; .• 4. 1931N
thin Cupid swored a double

Governor Johnson, very busy of
late filling speaking
engagements
at widely separated points in
Kentucky, was better satisfied
with
the way lie is getting along
wh,n
your reported talked with
him last
Friday than we ever saw him
. ..
Because of highly satisfactory
recults of the recent
timely . . .
I:een tt asn't grieving over
getting
a new representative
from Caldv,ell county, tho the
administration
favored itturn of T. B.
McConnell
.. .
administration won most
of .ts contest', will
have overwhelming majorities in both
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awl Senate, uararsteemii
io program vUl 11.tt.
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umph Tuesday evening when
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literary
Guidepost

Modern Touch

States Attorney Harold M. KenBy Jack Stinnett
Washington—Not even in pulp nedy, who will prosecute the case
fiction have more melodramatic in New York; and in the guilty
stories been written than that be- pleas of the eight persons, includ"THE BLIND MAN'S HOUSE,"
tween the lines of a comparative- ing, according to Hoover, some
by Hugh Walpole (Doubleday,
ly dry legal document of 33 per- "key" conspirators, there is all
Doran: $2.50).
sons and the naming of 37 more that need be known to fit this
In the late Hugh Walpole's
In which Chief G-Man John Ed- case into that fantastic pattern of
work things usually come out
gar Hoover has described as the modern spying.
well in the and, and in "The
greatest spy ring in the history of
By boat, plane and short wave
the U. S.
Blind Man's House" this is cerradio, military secrets pouied
Some
of
the story cannot be through some of all of these cities
tainly the ease. "The Blind Man's
written now. Only eight at this and back through many of them
House" is Sir Hugh's last novel,
writing are pleading guilty (sev- came instructions and money for
so far as his American publisher
en persons who pleaded guilty to the agents.
knows, and like a good many pospreliminary charges changed their
For the first time in this war,
thumously published books, it
pleas to "not guilty" when ar- the government in the indictment
will neither add nor detract from
raigned on the inductment). Eight named Nazi Germany, as recipiits author's reputation. That is to
guilty persons make a sizable spy ent of this information, a party to
say, it is sentimental, "rich" (how
ring in anybody's country. (The a criminal conspiracy. That, howI wish that tempting word never
others are presurned innocent.)
ever, is not really significant.
had been invented), full of good
Some of the story may never be
What is important is that such
sound English charm, of good
told, for it is simple reasoning a spy ring existed and that a vital
characters, of ripe observation, of
that unless the Federal Bureau of part of it hak been smashed.
Hugh Walpole.
Investigation has to reveal every
Stretches To Far-Off Lands
It is the story of what happencard in its hand to clinch the case,
More revealing still is that the
ed when Julius Cromwell took
it
will withhold any newly de- FBI, which Kennedy says can't
his young wife to a little hamlet
veloped methods of counter - es- be praised too much for its hannot far from the sea. There were
pionage used here.
dling of this investigation, is
15 years between them, and JulBut that doesn't mean that the stretching its long arms across
ius was blind. But they were
American Speedways, of Galesburg, Ill., one of the oldest or- truly in love, in every sense. Only
"inside story" of this ring isn't two oceans and the continents of
ganttations in the auto race business, under Management of H. G. a kind of unexpressed and inexProminent in the entertainment already there or that most of It Europe and Asia.
Clark who will be in Princeton soon, will sponsor Midget Auto
On the fifth floor of the Depressible fear lay between them, as Los Angeles' Chinatown swept cannot now be related.
Races in conjunction with the Tobacco Festival, the afternoon of and at first their love and the aside scruples to turn the ancient
Fantastic Pattern
partment of Justice building, in
EL, Thu Merry Maid lead- August 2:1.
In the long 39-page indictment, one of the corridors, is a big illunovelty of the situation were "Moon Festival" into a show retically summon any guy
F. A. Murry, colorful Class B driver, is one of the first entries, enough to hide this. Then Celia, sembling a Hollywood movie pre- with its listing of 65 overt, or minated map of the world. It not
requiring
friend
girl
at a
along with Wally Stokes, of Honolulu, L. Walker and 14 others.
with the Chinese war re- specific acts; in the statements of only shows the 54 bureaus of the
, to volunteer . . . And a The contest is open to any regulation midget race car and driver. who was the young wife, found miere,
object, was Noel Toy, FBI director Hoover and United FBI in the United States and posa
the
her
lief
from
bit.
Julius
receding
liable
is
not volunteering
sessions, but also the cities of Eudancer from San
fan
greater
Chinese
recession
grew
and
The
y instant to be roped, bribed
ev.1
for everybody. So we have rope, Asia, South America and
wards
are
has
galore
.
.
the
Or
.
that
protested
She
Francisco.
the
the
more
with
of
help
serious,
otherwise tot led into a world
village gossip, the lazy rector and available fans were too small and founded The New Opera Com- Africa where the bureau has
leasure . . She says she'll erybody seen full length pitchers
his handsome, lazy wife, the (for not feathery enough, but later pany on a shoe-string to give "contacts." Since World War II
-ce everything but Billy to of the feminine masterpieces?
young Americans a chance. The broke out the map has not been
the most part) tthexpressed love consented to do her dance.
the queens the three best
musicians, the chorus and vir- changed. It still shows that the
for Celia of a gentleman turned
MEMOS OF MAIN STREET:
weviontmet.
of their lives . . . if about
mromor
so
tually all of the artists will be FBI has "connections" in London,
gardener named Jim Burke, and
ys will only come to the Jakie will be missed from the :11.111,114.111.1iiiiiiiii1.10011111.1.111011101MININNIMMINNIMIONNIIIIIM
Berlin, Paris, Warsaw, Helsinki,
American.
some others. There was little
... And her mates have pitcher show door . . . he is per"We shall present six weeks of Rome, Shanghai, Madrid and a
that the villagers who had both
in
offerentering
even
Nashsomething
haps
food
some
same,
frozen
out
the
Do not thaw
opera and ballet at the 44th score of other cities in both hembrains and balance could do about
to surrender their prospec- ville which will be a life's work until it is to be used. Once thawStreet Theater in New York, he. ispheres.
and
manincluded
it,
the
these
McBride
Privates
Griffith,
dates to the dazzling dozens . . .
The exhibit has drawn a good
ed, the food should all be used.
ginning with a gala performance
nish May Vergil, the modest Mrs.
By ADELAIDE KERR
ing the toast of the town and Taylor and the other draftees I
Oct. 14 and ending just before many snickers in recent months.
and
Marks,
the
three
charming
Service)
Feature
(AP
leaving recently are camped at
estival time.
For a hurry-up cake frosting, children at the rectory.
the Metropolitan begins its sea- But if the FBI's investigations
UNIIIIIN1H..M111111.11MISIONIMMIUMNI000UIN.1.116
Camp Wheeler, Ga. . . and are
son late in November. Our reper- add only a handful of convicted
jelly with a
tart
of
Things
cup
to
a
had
work
themselves
beat
W WE that constantly haunt liking the service because they
out, and they did with the help of
Helen Huntington Hull— the toire will include such operas as persons to those eight who alom with a look for all the are sech good sports and real fork, mix in a cup of whipped
former
Mrs. Vincent Astor — has Offenbauch's 'La Vie Parisienne,' ready have pleaded guilty in the
two
One
is
these
devices.
of
coinin the passing throng, must Americans ... Admirable(?) sun- cream and spread over top of
a new opera company in Tschaikowsky's 'Pique Dame' and case, there won't be much snickfounded
Sir
cidence,
which
Hugh
uses
Mabel and her playmates • .. tans are those of Mary Edna, cake. Serve within an hour.
ering in that corridor from now
with prodigality—Jim is forever New York because she thinks Verdi's 'Macbeth'."
pe the tear of regret away L. D., Orland and Betsy Love
Tall, slim, blue-eyed Mrs. Hull on.
turning up at exactly the right young American artists need a
for
camping
been
all
have
accidents,
the
against
who
heart
steel the
To help prevent
has been called by a flock of adtime, or exactly the wrong time, break.
le ordeal. . . OF DATING a wk., in beautiful P. F. Lake make sure that all electrical ap"These young Americans have mirers "the woman who has done'
as one example. The other is a
up
is
Raymond
Jimmy
PRETTIEST GIRLS IN THE park . . .
pliances are out of reach of the strangely theatrical scene at the been on my mind for years," she most to further the cause of
. . . Bring 'em all on again after having his appendix'
end in which the young wife runs told me, as we sat in the chintz- music in New York." For years
in a baihroon,.
tub
Maids, and sit back and clipped . . . Chris Wood came in
away, her blind huscand runs upholstered study of her New she has served as chairman of
0
h your troubles fade! The last week, gone again now, to
Starched clothes should be al- after her (with the help of Jim, York apartment the other day. the Auxiliary Board of the New
1, bunch will be taken care several cities and then New York
lowed to dry, then dampened, once again on hand by chance), "I feel strongly about their tal- York Philharmonic - Symphony
•,riess too many of Main . . . Carl Beesley and Pigo Akin
up for an hour or so and and the book ends for all practi- ents. I think America breeds Society. In addition to her opera
t's citizens don't know heav- snake a good pair, total wgt. . . . rolled
cal purposes in the village church. beautiful singing voices—it must work this fall she expects to
ironed.
mined with roses when they more than four hunnert pounds
I hope this does not soudd as if be the air. But I don't feel so launch a series of Monday MornCapital Stock Co. Insurance
. TM_ rush will be gi- . . . Dixie Mae is gripin' because
I had not enjoyed "The Blind strongly about the training young ing Musicales, to replace the faTwindectomy
best
the
getting
is
Edna
Mary
to
so start today, fellers,
is safe and reliable.
artists receive. Some of them are mous Bagby Musicales and to
Sir
House,"
did.
I
for
Hugh
Man's
7,92 hearts that are bad suntan . . . Bob Jacobs was in•
feature such topflight artists as
Pickens, S. C. (1P)—One of each is so persuasive most of the time badly taught.
during
Stevens
Irl
pers., Ti work on the prin- fluenced by
"Even well-trained young art- Lily Pons, Lotte Lehman and Ar- Princeton, Ky.
Phone 513
of the three sets of twins of Mr. that you overlook his high-handunmercime
ride
rif not allowing a single the election to
ists have difficulty in finding thur Spaulding.
Mrs. Claude B. Nix under- ed way with the probabilities.
and
Penney's
Over
get
to
vowing
• 's
n a dull moment . . . Re- fu y and heie
She is also president of the
jobs. There ,aren't enough big
went an appendectomy.
even with both . . . Orchestrai
opera companies to make room
(Please turn to Page 6)
Of
Bureau
Confusion
scheduled for the Festival will
not
and
street
Market
on
vigil
MEANS
SMOKE
be good . . . Bernie Cummins is
Richmond, Va.(P)—Here at the
to remove rinds and
probably one of the. West Coast's bothering
from gutter when day's Virginia capital they call it by its
best known and liked bands . .. seeds
ends . . Thin, weak look- right name—the Bureau of Vital
Everybody should ask why Reg work
ing, one-armed old man vehe- Statistics. But there have been
Lowery and Bill Presler bought
mently telling grouped young- letters lately addressed to the
driver's license for P.O.M S
sters he would "Join the army I, "Bureau of Idle Statistics" and
Shame!
the "Static of Biology Saving."
today if he could get in."

atter
rite St
story about
'S seem
tson, whoa
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WASHINGTON DAYBOOK
1
Modern Espionage At Its Best
In Spy Ring Unearthed By FBI

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, K .
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BLOSSOMS IN big bunches to l Milm111•1111111111b.
the Princeton Boy Scouts guided,
by Alton Templeton and Granny
for collecting old fruit cans for
WPA use and their efforts at all
times to do golden deeds for un-I
fortunates . . Tobacco Festival
workers for efforts toward giving Princeton one of the State's
outstanding to-do's.

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service

PRINCETON PANORAMA...
Countless groups of CCC boys receiving warmer looks lately since
their splendid all-night search for
little Sharon Talley brought them
into the public eye . . Ragged
youth with face of an old man
munching cheese and cracker
Kerlunch in shady spot behind
cheval's Mill . . . Nancy Catlett
meantaking pride in every step
Kevil
dering up Main . . . Kat
stonily
riding down M.S. and
right
looking neither to left or
from
Defeated candidate pausing
hands
force of habit to shake
. Waterwith group on corner .
faithful
melon vendors keeping
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The Christian Science Publishing Society
One, Norway 'Street. Boston, Miusachusetu,
Price $12.00 Yearly or $1.00 • Month.
$2 60• Year.
SIro,,5Issue, including Magarine Section,
Introductory Offer. 6 Issues ZS Cents,
Nrrn.
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And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always,at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL .
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

ELECTRIC CUSTOMERS
•
Beginning this month your electric bills will be
mailed to you by the 15th of each month and will be
due and payable on that date, and until the 25th of
each month. After the 25th the gross bill will apply.
The principal purpose of this change is to shorten
betwecn the date of meter reading and the
time
the
date of bill, enabling our customers to better understand the period covered by the bill.
We realize this is asking you to pay two bills this
.month, but you will like the new plan better than the
old once it is established.
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

•
Kentucky Utilities Company
R. S. Gregory, Manager.

Write
TURNER alLAM,
Assist-Int Manager,
For Reservation
ANY

411MOINII
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Old Assessments
On City's Books
Ordered Collected

Churches

Mayor Says Municipal
Financial Condition
Needs Straightening
Out
All street and sidewalk assessments here, some on the city's
books for as many as 15 years,
were ordered collected by Mayor
L. C. Lisman at Monday night's
meeting of the City Council.
The Mayor said the financial
condition of the city was somewhat muddled and badly in need
of straighening up and collection
of about $2,000 due on assessments running through the years
since 1926 will go far toward
straightening the municipal fund
during the summer.
lie said proper notice will be
given those owing back assessments and if it is not heeded,
suit will be filed immediately.
The task of notificafion and suit
was turned over to City Attorney S. D. Hodge.
Those indebted to the city still
have opportunity to make payment under the usual 10-year
plan, the Mayor said, which will
be satisfactory if their time has
not been extended too far already.
The 10-year plan gives opportunity for signing of a contract
requiring payments at regular
intervals.
Council unanimously. approved FLUFFY RUFFLES cotton p,uys uit, very becoming to movie acpaying water employes for over- tress Priscilla Lane, who models it. The stripes, shading from beige
time work, altho it was decided! to brown, run diagonally on the bra top and puffed sleeves. The
impossible to actually affect a full skirt has a shirred elastic w aistband.
raise in pay due to constitutional
restriction on changing a city of- Bitten By Snake—
ficer's salary during his tenure of Chokes It To Death
office.
Street department reported
Douglas, Ariz. (In —Ever try
Mr. Vinson Murphy has left the
concrete surfacing of two blocks choking a rattlesnake to death?
hospital, after being treated for
of East Market street rapidly
John Morey, 34, Willcox, Ariz., injuries received at a rock quarry
nearing completion and the city was forced to do just that when
recently.
engineer reported progress to- a reptile bit him on a finger and
>>
ward starting of the sewer in the wouldn't let go.
James Janes, Marion, has reCumberland Manufacturing CornUnable to shake the snake loose turned home after several
days'
Morey grabbed it by the neck treatment.
with his free hand and choked it
>>
The Rev. C. W. Jones, evange- until it went limp and fell to the
J. M. Burton, Marion, is imlist, travels only by air, carrying ground.
proving.
his family and his own pilot in
After opening the bitten finger
>>
his plane.
with a knife to induce free bleedJ. R. McDaniel, Princeton, is
ing, he went to a hospital.
improving, after receiving injuE. M. Love lives on South Love
ries several weeks ago when he
street, in Lovington, N. M.
— Try Leader's Classified Ads — was hit by a truck.
>>
E. B. Jones, Salem, left the hospital Sunday.
>>
Miss Dorothy Norman, student
nurse, is on vacation.

Peaches...
WILL SOON. BE

.

GONE
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HURRY!
HURRY!
HURRY!
SHATTUCK ORCHARDS

1 So

I wish to thank each and every one
that loyally and uncompromisingly supported :me in my unsuccessful race for
Sheriff. I also wish to apologize for my
poor showing. My conscience is clear.

local church, and Rev. C. W.
In the church services. It is good meeting of the
Spier, Edmond
expected to be the two
to know that so many of our peo- every official is
engaging
ofn
i a
present.
ple have not been kept away
exchange
IndpubliLn
it
from our services because of hot
Sundays. The
c :i n
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH Invited
weather. We are expecting an
to hem the :
Rev. kr.
Bible School begins at 9:45:
01.141.1.14111114.41.11111.11.0.1.11.11.$4101
increase in attendance. Try to be
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Fireman,
Save My Truck!

- Dodds

GOLDNAMEWS
Announces August 18 As

Sale Day For

ALEX E KESSLER

FURS

AUX F. KESSLER of St. Louis will present to the customers of
STORE NAME a superb collection of gloriously beautifoul furs INCLUDING THE ENTIRE KESSLER LINE OF SAMPLE FURS!
Every coat is a masterpiece of fine workmanship—a gem of quality
pelts. Yct .. because this is your introductory presentation of these
magnificent Fur Coats STORE NAME has made special arrangements
with the Alex F. Kessler Fur Company ... and is proud to
ann*unce
that grcat price concessions will be made. Unquestionably—t
his
showing 0; of tremendous importance to the wise woman
who wants
the very finest in furs—and will appreciate this great
opportunity
to effect substantial savingsl

HERE'S JUST A FEW OF THE
BARGAINS ALEX F. KESSLER
OFFERS YOU!
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'l of lemonade and a di'dinner was served. Miss
star gave a reading as
eat.

Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. B
returned from
Florida. They
Sunday,
Mrs. Rumse
dren, Nancy.

Guthrie, Okla. VP)—The old saw
about a fireman always remembering his first fire will certainly
hold good in the case of Burdette
Sager,
Chief Ed Nelson said the first
call after Sager joined the department was to extinguish a blaie
on a truck.
Sager reached the scene with
the rest of the crew and discovered the vehicle was one he owned jointly with his brother.
It was badly damaged.
Because her husband took her
out three times during 18 years
of married life, Mrs. Max Popper
of New York City sued for a
divorce.
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Mr. and Mrs. Burhl Hollowell
have returned from a week's vacation, touring the southern states
and spent several days at Miami
Beach, Fla.
(st
Mrs. Milton Brown, Paducah,
was a visitor here Tuesday.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Glass left
Friday morning for Sarasota, Fla.,
where they will remain for several months.
a C
Mr. and Mrs. Pyron Dunbar,
Madisonvnle, were visitors here
Monday.
))

To Play For
Queen's Ball

his brother, Walter Cummins, Thursday with Mr. and Mrs.
vocalist; Chet James, comedy I G. M. Pedley and family.
a 0
songs; Freddy Benson, drum spe-I
cialties; Thurman Sheeler, trum- 1 Dr. and Mrs. Frank T. Linton,
peter, and Horace Perozzi, come- Betty Jo and Barney, have gone
dian.
to Marshall, Minn., on vacation.
A huge open-air dance floor is On their return trip, they will
to be constructed in Butler Stavisit in Lime Springs, Iowa, and
dium with more than 4,000 square
Ohio.
Jamestown,
feet of dancing space, assuring!
plenty of room for the big crowd
Evelyn Steger, daughter of Mr.
anticipated and cool comfort.
I
and Mrs. James Steger, Locust
Mrs. J. S. Shanklin, Mrs. V. T. street, recently sumbitted to a
Rose, Elkton, Mrs. Lucille Gill, tonsilectomy at Abingdon, Va.,
Baltimore, Md., and Miss Frances where she has been visiting for
Gill, St. Mary's City, Md., spent the last month.

Mr. and Mrs. James S. Small,
Princeton, on the birth of a baby
girl, August 11. She has been
named Leslie Ann.
1
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Draughon, Princeton, on the birth of a
son, August 8. He has been named
Billy Joe.
>>
Mr. and Mrs. Regil Hobby,
Princeton, an the birth of a son,
Mrs. H. R. Braddy, Murray,
August 2. He has been named
visited her daughter, Mrs. Edythe
James Edward.
Patterson, here this week.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Murphy
Flower Parry (above), 19, of
Miss "Dotty" Deen is visiting
of Cobb on .the birth of a son,
Hollywood, married Jackie Cooher aunt, Mrs. Durward Turner,
gan, one-tune child movie star August 5. He has been named
Edinburgh, Ind.
and ex-husband of Actress Betty Norman Francis.
>>
Grable, in an elopement cere*
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bates, Route
mony at Gardnerville, Nev. CooJ. W. McGough and son, Iley, Sc-..
2, on the birth of a son, August
gan now is a selectee in the U. S.
5. He has been named Curtis have returned from Falls City,,
BERNIE•
Army.
(AP Telemat)
Neb., where they attended - the
Lloyd.
al CUMMINS
funeral of Mr. McGough's sisterPromise's of a "big name" or•
visiting Mrs. Taylor's father, Mr. in-law.
chestra to play for the Tobacco
*
•
B. B. Campbell, in Middlesboro
Mrs. G. G. Harrelson and Festival Queen's Ball Thursday
this week.
daughters, Nancy and Allison, night, Aug. 28, became a realiza>>
•"Golgotha," motion picture vertion this week with announceare vacationing in Miami, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Richardsion of the famous passion play
molt by W. E. Jones, chairman
>>
illustrating the crucifixion of the son, Pulaski, Va., are spending
Mrs. John Chilton, Mrs. Hearne of the dance committee, that
Christ, will be shown here at the this week with Mrs. F. G. Lester, Harralson and sons, John Chilton' negotiations with Music CorporaFirst Christian Church Monday, Mrs. Lindshay Glover and Mr. and George Graysdn. spent Tues- tim of America for the services
and Mrs. Ed Beckner.
of Bernie Cummins and his orAugust 25, under the direction of
day in Springfield, Tenn.
>>
the Senior Christian Endeavor
' .chestra had been successful.
>>
"' Mrs. Martha B. Jackson, MemCummins, noted for his "Swing
Society.
Mrs. Philip Stevens and Mrs.
phis, will arrive Friday to be the
The picture is the only talking
Orbie Mitchell spent several days and Sweet for Dancing Feet" I
guest of Miss Manic Amoss andi
I music, has one of the most popu- 1
in Louisville last week.
movie ever made of the play and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Amoss. Her,
• lar bands on the air. He has.
has been circulated widely over
son, John E. Jackson, Ft. Ogle-I
Betty Drain has returned to her made numerous recordings for
the nation, receiving approval of
thorpe, Ga., will join her later for home in Chicago after two weeks' records and commercial radio
church officials everywhere.
a visit with relatives.
visit with her aunt, Mrs. Fred programs.
The filming of the play has re*
I Featured in his orchestra are
Howard.
sulted in vivid mob scenes difspent
Pryor McCollum, Harlan,
ferent and more awe inspiring
several days here last week.
than stage action and was spoken
*
COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN"
of highly by movie critics in all
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Smith
... • larger cities.
and family, Shawnee, Okla., are
The picture is on a special tour
visiting Mrs. Smith's mother, Mrs.
of America and will be shown in
R. G. Lester, South Jefferson.
Princeton for one day only.
*

Christian Church To
Present "Golgotha"

m Star lias
'ersary Picnic

Personals

n Order of Eastern Star
otniversary picnic Tues'LI on the back lawn of
arlie Curry's home and
members attended.
el of lemonade and a dedinner was served. Miss
unbar gave a reading as
merit.
•

>> 4(
-1 Mr. and Mrs. Joby Loftus and
Mr. and Mrs. Burl Hollowell have
returned from a week's visit to
Florida. They arrived home last
Sunday.
*
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor and children, Nancy. Bob and Fred, are

CAPITOLovii

Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Bebout and
daughter, Frances. Detroit, are
visiting Mrs. Bebout's mother,
Mrs. G. W. Lane, and other relatives in the county.
0
Mrs. Fred G. Neuman, Paducah, was a visitor here last week.
*
A Mrs. L. E. Nichols has returned
from Santa Monica, Calif., where
she has been visiting friends for
the last two weeks.

Blitzkrieg Romancci
When a Yankee, Hurricane Meets a British Spitfire!
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Plus: . . . These Shorts!
s'a - amount
Novelty
'.
"THE MAGIC
"WINTER
i'eit.T., S OF
:411E1,L"
SPORTS"
TtA, WORLD
• • - — ',
- —
Cartoon

SHE SHALL

WHEREVER SHE
GOES IN HER

An eye catching smartness too .. .
Whenever she wears Jacket Suits,
Checks, Plaids or Solid Colors.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Pleasing also are our woolens . . .
Gabardine Twills, Su per Roman
Crepes, Jerseys, Alpaca Rayons.
You can have your choice of these
very smart models.

AN

,41Q NHL-run

wit BR

T y

IAN HUNTER • MARY HOWARD
I'OE MOVIETONE NEWS

SEE OUR NELLY DONS AND ANN FOSTER SIZES

2BIG411Tc

Costumes 1941

OPEN 12 N'.):,.,..
toc & 22c UNTIL 5 P.M.
p. m.
!lc & 30c AU

A LANDSLIDE OF OUTDOOR ADVENTURE!

Princeton,

BARGATN DAY'

THURSDAY

.
„ .
'HE WORLD 5 MOST EXCITING MAN -HUNT

Presents the outstanding
values in outstanding advanced styles.
Popular c a in p u s classic
coats-- I(X)% wool with zip
in lit-ring ... You'll thrill at
their newness—smartness
—styled by Printz.

Sula St ElizaKy.Nall

lUe da 15c

'aitste: Joy!
""?' '411ORT
ANIMATED ANTICS
FUN ON ROLLERS

... in the world's most exciting

„

•

.re sg.r, WEST" and "ZERO THE HOUND' 41t,'

Aug. 14,1941
J hllrsda
'
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Vice President's Son 'Weighs In'

livestock To Be
Shown At College
Of Agriculture
Herds And Flocks To
Be Displayed, Explained At Lexington August 19
Herds and flocks at the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station at Lexington will be on
display and the experimental
work with livestock explained, at
a meeting to be held August 19,
it is announced by Dr. W. P. Garrigus, head of the Department of
Animal Industry.
After a short session in the
livestock pavilion at 9 o'clock,
standard time, or 10 o'clock, daylight saving time, the visitors will
be divided into groups to see the
dairy herds, the beef cattle, the
hogs, the sheep and the chickens.
The dairy herd includes highproducing Holsteins and Jerseys;
the beef herds, Angus, Herefords
and Shorthorns; the sheep, Cheviots, Hampshires and Southdowns;
the hogs, Durocs, Poland-China
and Hampshires, and the poultry,
White Leghorns, Brown Leghorns
and Rhode Island Reds.
The Experiment Station flocks
of sheep are renowned for their
wir flings at the International
Livestock Exposition in Chicago.
These winnings include, from
1922 through 1940, three grand
championships, three reserve
grand championships, 27 championships, 25 reserve championships, 78 first prizes, 59 second
prizes and 55 third prizes.
In the beef cattle show at the
International Livestock Exposition, the Experiment Station has
taken two first prizes, four third
prizes and one fourth prize. Winnings on beef calves at the Kentucky State Fair include four
grand championships, three reserve grand championships, 23
championships, 86 first prizes, 57
second prizes and 31 third prizes.

Relief From Piles
How could anyone be more
miserable than suffering the terrible pain and discomfort of
PILES? Why would any sufferer
fail to try Nash's HEM - AID
OINTMENT? Relief in short
time. Satisfaction guaranteed.
DAWSON DRUG STORE

Invites Selectees

Kentucky 4-H
Club News

Six boys realized $486.72 in exhibiting and selling lambs in the
Owen county show. One pen
brought $13.25 a hundred; another pen, $13.20, and the rest of the
lambs sold for an average of
$12.35.
For his acre of hybrid corn,
Howard Collinsworth of Magoffin
county spread 300 pounds of 47
percent superphosphate on clover
last fall. This produced a big
growth to turn under. He then
applied NO pounds of complete '
fertilizer and topped-dressed with
nitrate of soda at the last cultivation.
Caldwell county boys and girls
plan to send calves to a show andl
sale at Evansville, Ind., in August, and to finish at least two
carloads for the Kentucky show
and sale in Louisville in November.
Ten "socials" in as many cornmunities in Logan county netted
approximately $125. The money
was used to help defray camp expenses. Adairville ministers led
the discussions at a Logan county
Utopia club picnic.
Negro boys and girls from 83
communities in 12 counties attended the State Rural Youth
ConfeSmie at the Kentucky State
Robert A. Wallace, 23-year-old son of the Vice President of
College at Frankfort. The prothe Ihilee States, Henry Wallace, has his weight and measureincluded demonstrations in
ments checked by Col. John A. Clark (left) at the army haduction gram
farm and home practices, games
center in Richmond, Ca. While Wallace is weighed another draftee
trips.
awaits his turn. Wallace is wearing an army identification tag on and sight-seeing
Utopia club members in Har(AP Telemat)
a chain around his neck.
rison county held a meeting at
K.
York of the Defense Savings the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Midden. Mrs. Midden has as her
Bonds Committee and she expects
project the remodeling of an old
to cover the state to stimulate the house, which she and her husband
stamps.
and
bonds
of
sale
purchased.
(Continued from Page 3)
Now the wife of Lytle Hull,
Musicians Emergency Fund, she is one of New York's most
The origin of "dog days" goes
founded to help musical artists active women. She works with- back to ancient Egypt.
with
work
Her
who are in need.
out fluster. Speaks in a soft, dethat organization gave her an in- liberate voice. Slips quietly into
music. One of them is the counsight into the struggles of yourig her office at the Musicians Emertry, where she plays tennis and
American artists and stimulated gency Fund. Makes no demands
rides horseback. Another is her
the founding of the New Opera for herself. Didn't even have a
Company, of which she is also mirror in her office until an as- garden. Her new house at Staatsburgh, N. Y., is being built in the
president
sociate took the initiative.
shape of a half moon so that most
Mrs. Hull is not inclined to
Mrs. Hull wears her silver-shot
talk much about her ambitions hair in one of New York's most of its rooms command a view of
for the company. But they are distinctive coiffures, swooped up the Hudson. A young architect
big. She hopes the day will come in soft curls on her head. The designed it.
"I like to give young people a
when the New Opera can support day we talked, they were caught
a long season and an opera train- with a dark blue bow, several chance," she said. "They have
ing school for young artists. Be- shades deeper than her blue eyes ideas /and restavt yours."

These Women

sides that, she hopes it will inspire similar ventures throughout
the country. (Remember the summer theater's small beginning and
her dream will give you food for
thought.)
Recently Mrs. Hull was appointed vice-chairman for New

Her dark blue frock was fastened
with gold buttons and caiight
with a gold star.
She gives littly time to the
quiet, distinctive clothes she
wears. Her maid shops for everything but her best frocks.
She has other loves besides

ekehic RANGES

at IS
'aftrugIt'tsS
t tetet
.
the tri
river
b)cks of

Take it It
an Olt

Home-canned peaches for eight
cents a quart! That's possible
where peaches can be bought for
$1 a bushel, and where the cans
already are on hand, says G. P.j
Summers, field agent for the Department of Markets and Rural
Finance at the University of KentuckyCollege of Agriculture and
Home EcAomics. Fifteen to 18 1
quarts usually can be canned
from a bushel.
Mr. Summers points out that
the price of canned peaches already has advanced 30 to 35 percent over a year ago. Canneries
are paying for California peaches
two and a half times as much as
was paid last year.
"With a big peach crop in Kentucky, it behooves every family
to can and dry all the peaches
possible," declares Mr. Summers.
Valerie Parks, blonde strip star "This is one way they can reAnLos
duce the cost of living, and one
of the follies theater in
geles, Calif., hasn't any brothers way they can assure delicious
so the least she can do in the home - canned peaches for the
defense program, she opined, is coming winter."
Families without cans should
to feed a few selectees. She plans
to invite one soldier, one sailor dry peaches, it is suggested. Also,
and one marine from each Satur- it is not advisable to use all the
day night audience to her home cans for peaches. Other fruits 'You know
tharco
for a late supper. (AP Telemat) and vegetables should be canned. and easy to
driveoo
Fortunately, peaches are easily know that concrete
dried, and keep well after they the cheapest pay
are dried. Many dried peaches can buy? Costa less a
are sold, which indicates that any other pave
load capacity.Far
dried fruit is popular.
A flock of 108 pullets that was
types/or mrface
as much as $495
more profitable than an acre and
year less. And
a half of one-sucker tobacco, was
tant to you is—
seen by 41 Logan county farmers
saves you money ix
on a tour of 14 flocks in three
Yes,sir, you're well
vote for concretc
communities. Income from the 14
In Standard Old Line Commoney ahead in the
flocks ranged from $150 to $450.
INSIST THAT
County Agent John Watlington panies . . . Safety far Your
reports a 100 percent increase in Property and Peace of Mind
HIGHWAYS
the sale of chicks this year, com- for Yourself.
BUILT OF CO
pared to 1940.
PORTLAND CEMENT
610 Machias' Batik
The U. S. Army Signal Corps
Phone 25
maintains a pigeon breeding and
of co.weffl .
training -center at Ft. Monmouth,
Princeton, Hy.
orprnmop
N. J.

HIGH1t1
ENGIN1

Com

costs 1

Chickens Vs.
Tobacco

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
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Don't Experiment
With Progress. •

)iern facts
years of use

ELECT
is

BIN-FLOW STOKER

the
the oven.
tat
Thite.
'
why electric
rookin •
so e
conomical,so clean.
il

It Requires Much Less Work In Preparing Meals and Gives You More
Leisure. It Retains All Food Flavors, Vitamins and Nourishing Minerals.
It IF Amazingly Clean. It Cost.; About Half What You Think.

We Have

FINDLAY STOKERS
FATHER will be pleased with the econ
the Labor Saving, Temperature con
certainty of a usually difficult home
lem.

THE
DLAY STOKER IS
GUARANTEED AND THE TIME TO
IS NOW!

We Sell WESTINGHOUSE Ranges

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Princeton, Ky.

R. 8, Gregory, Manager

/X BOTTLE
16, CARTON as.
(SI
""Wealth)

MOTHER will be glad she doesn't n
pay any attention to the furnace; a.nd
of coal dust and ashes saves cleaning

The cost? As low as 2 cents a meal per family .... the price of a
trifling knicknack. Let us give you a free demonstration tomorrow.

'KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Nourishing
—refresh igg.
Madefrom the Inice
real (routs.
• A food as well ass
• No p'''''vittivef —
0 carbonation.
•Healthful —• good
Ct. of Vitamin C.

Iig

To Fit All Households

You'll be forever rid of kitchen grime, for electric cooking is done
without fuel, flame or smudge. Woodworic stays bright. Pots and
pans stay shiny.

IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY

WHEN
FRIENDS
DROP IN

The Entire Family Will Enjoy the Agreeable Features of Findlay's Firing and Heat
Control.

Put your entire dinner in the oven right after breakfast, set automatic
controls, go away for hours. When you return the meal will be ready
to serve. Your family will be delighted with the flavor of meats,
vegetables, pastries and soups.

SEE YOUR DEALER FOR OTHER STANDARD MAKES

he NATURAL t/

Look Ahead to a Valued Possession ... The
Year's BEST BUY and the Way to Better
Living!

•
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Peaches Preserved
For 8c A Quart Or
Less
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KEEP KITCHENS COMFORTABLE
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Home Canning Is
Food Cost Reducer
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PLUMBING AND HEATING
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Among The
County Agents

Rescue Fighting Pilot

Squirrel Hunting
Outlook Is Good

KENTUCKY,
CIRCUIT COURT:
gan, Adm., John
tt'...........Plaintiff
Vs.
ass, et at.. Defendant
in EQUITY
a judgment of the
dit Court rendered
Hoed cause at the
the undersigned
MONDAY. the 18th
1941, being Counav, between the hours
nd 3 p.m., at the
..,sr ill Princeton,
expose to public
„nest bidder the folrty:
lot or piece of ground,
being in the city of
Kr., in the ,Northern
and bounded as fol-

In Livingston county, wheat
produced up to 30 bushels to the
acre; barley, 40 to 50 bushels, and
oats, 30 to 70 bushels.
Jefferson county 4-H club members are fitting 14 Holsteins and
12 Jerseys for county, district and
State fairs.
k
Dry weather prevented setting
tomatoes and also damaged growing plants in Muhlenberg county.
A survey in McCracken county
found that 60 families would use
cold storage lockers as soon as
a plant was established.
V. R. Ferguson of Ohio county
threshed 179 bushels of Kentucky
No. 1 barley from four acres.
Lawrenceburg business men acSouthern
most
Mrs. 11. L %lathe (above), of companied Anderson county 4-H
at the
Jones
M.
H.
lot
the
Aurora, O., broke 100 straight members on a calf club tour.
Mina Lawson, in the targets in the 20-gauge event
Complete farm accounts are beat
rn edge or line of Cave the national skeet
tournament in ing kept on 5 farms in Calloway
the extension thereof
nee southwest with Indianapolis, Ind., to become the county.
Four thousand sheep were run
rn line of said street first woman to accomplish that
a stone, thence North- feat in the nationals. Despite her through a portable vat in Carroll
Souththe
with
rallel
outstanding performance, she lost county, the largest number ever
said Jones lot and 44
the title to S. Lewis Hutcheson, dipped in one year.
•m 132 feet more or
tool house lot, thence of New York City and Green- A portable vat in Madison county operates like an elevator, three
with the Southeastern wich, Conn., in a shotoff.
'd lot 44 feet to said
sheep being lowered at a time.
thence Southeast with
Junior Mayes, a Mercer county
m line of said Jones dren, James, Janie and Delia,
Tore or less to the James got lot No. 1 and which is 4-H club boy, has established a
inc of said - Cave this lot now being conveyed and registered Southdown flock of
,.inning corner and which is bdunded as follows: Be- shexp.'
land deeded to John ginning at a stone the west corner
• A. Stegar on Novem- of the lot described above, thence
and of record,in Deed south along Plum Street 44 feet by Allie Cherry Gardner and Sam
Page 488, in the office and 8 inches to stone, thence East Gardner, her husband, on the 20th
'dwell County Court 112 feet to a stone in the line of day of April, 1927, and of record
Tom Baker, thence North 44 feet, in Deed Book No. 57, page 398, in
of ground lying in 8 inches to a stone in the line of the office of the Caldwell County
Caldwell County, Ky., the lot above described, thence Court Clerk's Office.
A certain lot, piece or parcel of
section of town known west with line of same 112 feet to
tsville and on Plum the beginning, it being the same ground, situated, lying and being
in
Princeton, Caldwell County,
same and bounded as as was conveyed to John Sims by
s first lot lying in Mary O'Hara on the 24th day of Kentucky, fronting 40 feet on the
Caldwell County, Ken- March, 1923, and of record in West side of Seminary Street, and
the Northern portion Deed Book 51, page 304, in the extending back same width beBartlettsville fronting office of the County Court Clerk. tween parallel lines 112 feet. BePlum .Street running (Mary O'Hara obtained .title to ing the same lot conveyed to John
• width to Baker's lot,i the lots above described by the Sims by John Shelby, et al, on
off of the Southern' will of James O'Hara, her hus- the lit day of November, 1934,
ot bought by said M. J. band, which will is recorded in and of record in Deed Book 65,
John Edwards and later Will Book C, page 373, in the page 96, in the office of the Caldof M. J. Groom, by Caldwell County Clerk's Office.) well County Court Clerk.
Said sale is being made for the
A certain lot of ground in the
To and is the same
&deeded to John Sims city of Princeton, Ky., in that por- purpose of settling the John Sims
•'llara on the 24th day tion known as Bartlettsville ly- estate. The purchaser will be re1923, and of record in ing on the west side of Donivan quired to give bond with good
k No. 51, Folio 304, in Street extending to East side of personal security for the payment
of the County Court Plum Street and is the same lot of the purchase money, payable to
No.2 Is what is known as conveyed to John Sims by Eva the Master Commissioner, bearing
1 in the division of a Kirby on the 20th day of October, 6 percent interest from date until
of ground which was 1926, and of record in Deed Book paid having the effect of a Judgto Eliza O'Hara and 57; page 166, in the office of the ment or Replevin bond, on which
There were three chil- Caldwell County Clerk. A certain execution ma, issue at maturity,
lot, biece of parcel of land, sit- with a lien resei a for the payle will be
uated and being in Princeton, ment thereof. Sala
Caldwell County, Ky., and what made on a credit of 6 rm..
Amy
Frances
Littlepage.
is known as Bartlettsville: BeginMaster Commissioner C.C.C.
ning at a stake or stone in North
line of Green Street (or North Attorney Charles McGough,
Third Street) corner of Bunyon Princeton, Ky., July 29, 1941.
and McLin, thence with North
line of Green Street eastwardly
41 feet more or less to a stake or
stone corner to Lamb lot, thence
with West line of Lamb's lot
northwardly 100 feet more or less
to Lamb's corner, thence with
Lamb's North line eastwardly 40
feet more or less to a stake or
stone in Anthony Cook's line,
thence with said Cook's West line
northwardly 100 feet more or less
to a stake or stone Cook's corner,
thence westwardly 81 feet more
or less to a stake or stone corner
to Bunyan, thence with Bunyan's
East line southwardly 200 ft. more
ACH one of the many
or less to the beginning being the
same lot conveyed to John Sims.
men who are daily stepping out of thc dress of the
telephone worker into the
uniform of dur nation's defenders, is a distinct -loss to
the telephone organization,
but a valuable asset to our
nation's defense.
They are men already
trained, self-disciplined and
imbued with the true spirit
of service which develops
steadiness and self-reliance
under the strain of emergencies. Bell Telephone workers acquire these characteristics through training,and the
experience gained in maintaining the Bell System's
Nourishing —appeideals of service.
mg—refreshing.
Made from the 'juice
While these telephone
real fruits.
men are performing their
A food as well as •
duties to the nation, they
verage.
tM 0.1111.
N opreservatives—
and their families feel seo carbonation.
cure in the knowledge that
Healthful — • food
este of Vitamin C.
when their country no longer needs them in its armed
SIX moms
services there is a place
CARTON 25.
(plus deposit)
awaiting them with the telephone company.
At home are 25,000 telephone workers,who,though
not wearing thc uniforms of
our nation's defenders, are
working harmoniously to
expand and safeguard the
lines of telephone communication so vital to the nation's
defense program.

OUR LOSS
...THE
NATION'S
GAIN

peak for

)e NATURAL thing to

D

State NiThrods Urged
To Buy Proper Licenses Now

These pictures were described by British sources as the rescue in the English channel of a
Spitfire sergeant pilot after he had parachuted from his plane which was 'damaged in action over
France. Left: The sergeant pilot holds to his dinghy as the rescue boat approaches. Center: He is
(AP Telemat)
helped aboard. Right: Safe aboard, he is en route to port and dry clothes.
ing is called schlorosis.
Young pin oaks that show this
trouble can often be treated by
Leaves on my pin oaks are using a material that will have a
turning yellow. Can anything be, tendency to chang'e the soil from
the alkaline, caused by the lime,
done about it?
over the mildly acid side. ProbAnswer by N. R. Elliott of the ably one of the best Materials to
Kentucky College of Agriculture! use for this purpose is aluminum
sulphate. For newly set pin oaks,
and Home Economics:
The pin oak has certain pecu- use a half of a pound of this material, worked into the soil in a
liarities, one of which is that it!
circle two to three feet in diadoes not like an abundance of , meter around the trung and well
lime. Whell lime is used to excess! watered in. Usually one applicaor trees are planted with the' tion will be sufficient. Do not
roots in or among limestone the use too much aluminum sulphate.
••
trees often do not develop satisfactorily. The evidence of excesMany Monroe county farmers
sive lime is usually shown in a plan to sow Balbo rye instead of
yellowing of leaves. This yellow- common kinds this season.

Excess Lime Makes
Yellow Oak Leaves

We introduce to you The Associated Pres
u staff editors
Louisville 1.
GLENN RAMSEY

JUSTIN ANDERSON

JOHN L. NEWMAN

C. MILK CCMPANYI
\‘li I F

KENTCCK1

,»DOPPON•TICO

Theirs is the job of editing for Kentucky
niembers of this co-operative—owned and
operated by 1,400 member newspapers—
the news of the world an nation, and
gathering and writing news from over Kentucky..
They handle hundreds of thousands of
words each day. Kentucky news alone runs
5,000 to 8,000 words per day. Stat& items
must measure up to the high standard of
accurate, factual reporting that has made
The Associated Press the world's greatest
news gathering organization.
Responsibility for all Kentucky news is
in the hand,of the Louisville editors, headed by a loan who has had 24 years of
experience. more than a decade of that time
with The AP. Every editor in the AP service in Kentucky has had prior newspaper
training, two of these men have been with
the Kentucky service more than seven
years.
You can depend on news "By The As.
sociated Pr-

A
CHARLES P,ORNICK

GEORGE KERLER

WHO THEY ARE

REAL FRUIT BEVERAGES

Bottled by

New York (43)—It wasn't so
much the fact that Daniel Gregorwitz's cows were loose as it was
the place where they were pasturing, the magistrate indicated as
Gregorwitz appeared before him.
The two cows, the jurist was told,
simply were turned loose each
day to find grass somewhere
along the streets of Brooklyn.
Gregorwitz, a contractor, reported, "They been eatin' like
that for three years," producing
enough milk for his family and a
little for dairy purposes besides.
The magistrate, ordering a $5.00
fine, prescribed more conventional pastures or sale of the cows.

The Associated Press
At Louisville

WHEN
FRIENDS
DROP IN

SOUPIERA BELL TELEPHODE
RAO TELEGRAPH COMPARY

Brooklyn Dairyman
Loses Free Pasture

Prankfort, Aug. 12 —Nimrods
are making last-minute check-ups
on guns, ammunition and wearing
apparel in anticipation of opening of the squirrel hunting season, August 15.
According to the most recent
information received by officials
of the Division of Game and Fish
from conservation officers, hunters and farmers, squirrels are
plentiful generally over the State
and this should mean that Kentucky hunters will enjoy one of
the best seasons for the little
bushy-tailed animals in years.
Hunters are required to purchase a $1 county hunting license
if they do their hunting in a
particular county, but if they
hunt in two or more counties
they must purchase and have in
possession a $3 State-wide license.
Every person buying his or her
hunting license should investigate
fully the difference between the
$1 county license and the $3 State
wide license and consider their
hunting territory before purchasing a license because it is impossible for a person to bring
back a $1 county license to the
county court clerk and ask for pn
exchange to the $3 license, S. A.
Wakefield, director of the Diviskin of Game and Fish, stated.
By obtaining the $3 State-wide
license, the purchaser knows definitely there will be no worry
of crossing county boundaries and
running afoul of the law.

ALEX MC•IEILL

Glenn Ramsey is chief of bureau at Louisville and in charge of the Kentuckyrservice;
Ales McNeill is State news ed,itori John L.
Newman is editor in charge of Me night report; Justin Anderson edits the day State
wire; Marcus Purdue is the editor of the
night State wire; Char/es Hornick and George
Kerler have charge of the late night report
ard write the widely used feature "It Hapr.icd In Kentucky.'

IP
MARCUS PURDUE

FADER

IS A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ky.
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,
- - -- ............
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Harmony Prevails Floats Feature Festival Parade

( Deaths and
Funerals

At Democratic
Meeting Saturday

Killed In Plane
Crash In Britain

Mrs. W. C. Baker

With a high degree of harmony
prevailing, the Caldwell County
Democratic Executive Committee
met Saturday afternoon in the
county courtroom and sent five
names of active party members
to Frankfort, in compliance with
party law, in order that an election commissioner may be appointed by the State Central and
Executive Committee. Those who
names were on the list: Floyd
Young, present commissioner; J.
McChesney, Herbert Williams, G.
L. Chambers and Amon Orange.'
Dr. W. L. Cash, chairman, presided and Mrs. Amon Orange
served as secretary in the absence of Mrs. T. H. Satterfield.
Mr. Chambers, Mr. Young. and
Kihg Satterfield served as nominating committee.
Saturday afternoon, Aug. 23, at
2 o'clock was fixed by unanimous
vote as the time for election of
a chairman and a woman chairman for Princeton's new voting
precinct, No. 12, at the regular
polling place. All registered Democrats of this precinct were urged
to participate.
Dr. Cash, upon motion, appointed Herbert Williams to serve as
chairman of Fredonia, Precinct
No. 1.
S. J. Larkins, party nominee
for tax commissioner, addressed
those present concerning Democratic solidarity for the general
election campaign between now
and November.
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lessie Jane Stalling Baker, who
died August 11, were held Tuesday at 2 o'clock at Lewistown
Church. She was 63 years old. •
She was the • daughter of'Mr.
and Mrs. George Stalling and
was married, at the age of 18, to
W. C. Baker. To the union, 11
children were born, all of whom
survive. Her husband is also liv-

Election Called In
New Princeton Precinct For August 23;
Campaign Planned

Hoinen,
[Club N

ing.Mrs. Baker had been a member of the Lewistown Christian
Church from an early age.
Surviving children include eight
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tion, Heartburn,
not eligible for prizes offered in this event.
24 grandchildren and two greatservices had also 1,cen held at ing, Nausea, Gas
grandchildren,
Pallbearers were Ray, Randall Sikeston, Mo., prior to the re- sample, Udga, at
and Robert Ward and Joy, Lea- mains being 'brought here. The Store.
mon and G. D. Stallins, nephews. Rev. Mr. Patterson, Morely, Mo., FOR
SALE— •
Flower girls included Mrs. Wil- the Rev. Mr. Parrott, Vanduser, caw yith
3-daya
Lax, Mary Coleman, Doris Mo., and the Rev. George Banks, Lahan
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The Capitol Theater has reMrs.
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that
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in ring Loretta Young, Richard
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are sure to have their feathered Princeton families will enjoy
bert, W. E. Davis, Joyce Farmer
proteges for dinner . . . not as feated duck meat the night after. U. Of Hard Knocks
He was a member of the Cald- Mrs. C. Adams,
and Jane Worrell, sang.
-.guests, when the race is over. the Derby, because all entries go. Will Have Diplomas
well Springs Church until 10 or phone 686.
is
Fun comes when owners prod to their sponsors . . . and who
years ago when he moved his
FOR SALE—King
Baltimore Md.('P)—Maryland is
their entries along a 60-foot sentimental enough to keep a
membership to Vanduser where Case, first class
list of professions
course in broiling sun, usually to quacker that didn't win cash opening a long
he remained a faithful mernLer instrument, will
A cattle judging tryout to de- see the ducks waddle outside the around the house for an orna- and vocations previously barred
Funeral services for William until his death.
H. A .Goodwin, Jr,
to self-educated persons unable to
ment.
termine personnel of a 4-H Club course and be disqualified.
Logan Hamby, 82, who died at , He also is survived by 22 grand
ville St., Phone 3
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(Continued from Page 1)
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the tests to determine whether the
County Agent Wilson Routt said "old rascal," and is not averse to
.........i adult applicants measure up to
Tuesday. The team will be se- admiring his own picture in the
high school standards.
lected from the entire county paper, calling it such names as
Preparations are being made
group of clubs and will be cho- "Sweet Thing" and "Pretty Boy."
sen on the basis of ability to, But the Judge is about to wind, for the 4-H exhibit to be held Traffic Code Pages
judge dairy cattle. Tryouts will up his colorful public life, being during the Tobacco FestivaL En- Don't Turn Backward
Red Front customers do not worry for they know that the prices they
stat t at 3 o'clock Saturday after: defeated and "darn proud of it."
tries will be received on WednesConcord, N. C. (FP)—When Tom
noon. Marion Carr, dairyman at He will settle down, temporarily
the merchandise they buy are the best can be had. • Join this carefree
day and Thuriday, August 27 and Stillwell read reports of a possible
the Sub-Station, will assist in se- at least, in his North Jefferson
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housewives by trading at your nearest Red Front Store. More for your
gasoline shortage,
lecting the team.
street home and enjoy the living 28.
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Every Sumtay, says Ed, the "He is the only man living who
(For children's shotes—special price)
worms are on top of the dirt can teach school without educad
(Makes everjthing taste
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wants to go fishing.
get elected to office without
On other days of the week they money," will give him credit for
Home-grownlips
bury themselves and seldom are having lived a tolerably full and
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Movie Of Kentucky

Duck Derb*Newest Feature, Re-Booked To Show
Promises Fun For Festival During Festival

State Fair Tryouts For 4-H'ers Saturday

W. H. Hamby

Caldwell's Colorful Caldwell 4-H
Club'News

Permanent Vacation From W

Cookies
Shoe Polish

Pickle Sticks

I

Beauty
Gayla

Soap
Matche
Fruit Cocktail
ly

MANY THANKS
To friends and voters of Caldwell
county for the fine support given me
in the recent primary election, in nomiilating me for Jailer. To those who voted
for me or helped out in any way to make
this nomination possible, I thank you
again, and trust you will never have
cause to regret same.
To those who voted for my opponents. I have nothing but the kindest of
feelings toward you and my opponents,
At this time I want to thank you, each
,one, and all, for any help or favors
granted me in the past. I am asking you
now for your continued help and support in the coming general election.
Sincerely yours,

J. Luther

Sigler

Satin
5 Tip

Beautiful 1942 Philco
... finest tone, sensitivity and selectivity ever
offered at this price!
Come in, see it, hear it!

Pineapple
Washington3ai,to
12k Catsupia
05c Salad Dressing
15c
Cobblers
Pure
15
Sugar
09c
Blended Juices 3

cakes

e

Tall can

cans

12c Shad Fish

25c Bananas

Nice eliow fruit

Fresh and Cured Meat

* SUILT-IN SUPER AERIAL
SYSTEM. More efficiency

on both standard and
short-wave reception.

Beef Steak

* ELECTRIC PUSH-BUTTON
TUNING. For 3 favorite

options. plus "On-011"
Button.
* OVERSIZE SPEAKER.
* IXOUISITE CASIMIR.

Round

34c Picnics Sliire cur7:11
Lb. Mc Boiled Ham

or Loin Lb.

* MANY OTHER
MEATUSES.

Big Trade-in

Allowance!
EASY TERMS

—FRESH FRUIT ... FRESH VEGETABLES

I
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